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The above-referenced bill would legalize, regulate, and tax two forms of online poker known as Texas 

Hold’em and Omaha Hold’em. Specifically, this bill would empower the New York State Gaming 

Commission to issue up to 11 online gambling licenses and collect a license fee of $10 million from 

each licensee. In addition, the bill would require each online gambling licensee to pay a 15% privilege 

tax on its gross revenue. 

 

This bill is objectionable for multiple reasons. First, New York State is already in the process of 

expanding access to gambling. The Constitution of the State of New York was amended in 2013 to 

allow for casino development on non-Indian lands in upstate New York. In addition, the Upstate New 

York Gaming Economic Development Act of 2013 allowed for new video lottery gaming facilities with 

up to 1,000 machines each at two OTB parlors on Long Island. Given that these two significant 

expansions of gambling activity have not yet been fully implemented, expanding gambling access in 

New York again by legalizing online gambling would, at the very least, be premature. 

 

Second, and more importantly, online gambling—like other forms of gambling—can easily become 

problematic or even addictive.1 Gambling addiction is a serious problem for individuals, families, and 

communities. Online gambling is particularly enticing because it is easily accessible, and because 

some underage gamblers are able to defeat age-verification mechanisms. Despite these dangers, this 

bill devotes a total of five (5) lines to concerns about addictive gambling and underage gambling. This 

casual approach to very real dangers is unacceptable. Furthermore, partnering with a predatory 

enterprise that encourages addictive behavior is the opposite of good government. 

 

The New York State Legislature should decline to allow the gambling industry to reach its tentacles 

into the homes and families of New York residents.  

1 See http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/addiction-soars-as-online-gambling-hits-2bn-
mark-8468376.html, last accessed March 28, 2016. 
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